Power by way of sophisticated simplicity… The Nita AE612MKII 100%
servo driven stand-alone labeling head is the ideal choice for applying
a label to wherever you need, whenever you need it. Rejoice in
1570 inches per minute of accurate, consistent and trouble-free label
application!

Dear (not-too-distant) future Nita customer,
Thank you for taking the time to read through this brochure. In doing so you are already 1 step closer to
understanding how North America’s most technologically advanced and easiest to use fully automatic inline
label application system can help you!

We like to think the only place this machine may not be able to apply
a label is INSIDE your container!

S E R I E S

A NOTE FROM US TO YOU…

Wipe-On and Tamp Blow configurations available.

CONSISTENTLY DIFFERENT!
We know you need a reliable machine to print and apply all the variable
information required in today’s on-demand environment! Integrating leading
print engines like Zebra and Sato, the STA616 series of Print & Apply labeling
machines are industrial WORKHORSES designed to keep your line humming!
A wide range of accessories allow for applications anywhere on your product.
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For 25 AMAZING years Nita has been engineering the finest machinery around. Our systems are built to
INCREASE production rates, decrease operator headaches, eliminate maintenance issues and generally make
everyone’s lives easier (and happier)!
There really is NOTHING like a Nita. Every new client we get who has run every other conceivable brand under the
sun has told us we simply build a better labeling machine than anything they have ever seen. Their words, not ours…
We are very excited for you to experience the satisfaction of owning a Nita Smart Labeling System!
For the love of labeling,
The Nita Family

S T A N D - A L O N E

STAND-ALONE SERIES

SPOT ON PERFECT!!!

